
Krishna's Usual Food
pie
►noun

1. A type of pastry that has an outer crust and a filling, e.g. We had 
cherry pie for dessert.

lie
►verb [lie, lying, lied]

1. To be in a horizontal position. To be placed or situated e.g. The 
doctor told the patient to lie on the bed.

2. To give false information, e.g. Do not lie to me! When Pinocchio lies,  
his nose grows; If you are found to have lied in court you can go to  
jail. 

tie
►noun

• A necktie e.g. We have to wear a tie as part of  
our school uniform.

►verb [tie, tying, tied]

• To make a knot in a string, rope (etc), e.g. Tie  
this rope in a knot for me, please; He tied the  
ribbon to this tree; Please tie up your shoe  
laces; I am having trouble tying this tie, could  
you please help? 



die

►verb.

1. To stop living; to become dead, e.g. If the plant 
does not get sunlight, it will die; I saw an elephant  
die.

cried
►verb [cry, crying, 
cried]

• Simple past 
tense and past 
participle of 
'cry', e.g. The 
baby cried when he could not see his mother; The baby is  
crying for his mother; He has cried for you every day since  
you left. 

fried
►verb [fry, frying, fried]

• Simple past tense and past 
participle of 'fry', e.g. We 
fried the samosas in  
vegetable oil.

►adjective
• Cooked by frying, e.g.  

Fried foods make you 
fat; Do not eat too 
much fried food; I like  
fried food' Samosas are my favorite fried food. 

 
tried
►verb

• Simple past tense and past participle of 'try';  to 
attempt, e.g. He tried to lift the weight but it was  
too heavy; I tried to tell you but you wouldn't  
listen.

spied
►verb [spy, spying, spied]

• Simple past tense and past participle of 'spy'; 
to secretly look,e.g. He spied on his

neighbour through the window; It is not nice to spy  
on people; He spied on me through the keyhole; He 
spied on the teacher while she was making the exam. 



replied
►verb [reply, replying, replied]

• Simple past tense and past participle of 'reply'; to give an answer, 
e.g. He has not replied to my letter; She replied to her mother in a  
soft voice, saying, “Yes, mother”.

denied
►verb [deny, denying, denied]

• Simple past tense and past participle of 'deny'; to not give or say 
you didn't do something, e.g. He denied me permission to enter  
the room;He denied stealing my bag; Do not deny that you told  
him my secret; Stop denying it, I know it was you! 

files
►verb

• Third-person singular simple present indicative form of 'file'; 
to put papers in order, e.g. The secretary files all our papers;  
She files the reports every Sunday. 

►noun
• Plural form of 'file'; folders; binders; Plastic sheets to keep 

papers together, e.g. Please put the files back on the shelf. 

out
►adverb  

• Away from; at a distance, e.g. Keep out! Stay out! 
►preposition 

• Away from the inside. e.g.  He threw the paper out of the  
window; The man jumped out of the box.

about
►preposition.  

• Concerned with, regarding, e.g. This is a book about Krishna; He is mad about Cricket; He 
wants to know about our school.  



scout

►verb

• To look for, e.g. We went to the jungle to scout out a good campsite.

►noun
• A member of any number of youth organizations belonging to the International Scout 

Movement, such as the Boy Scouts or Girl Scouts, e.g. Do you want to become a scout? He 
is a scout and has won many medals.

sprout
►noun

• A baby plant, e.g. Do not trample the sprouts; He likes to eat gram sprouts;
►verb [sprout, sprouting, sprouted]

• To grow, e.g.  In spring time, new leaves sprout from the trees; Put the seeds in water and they  
will sprout.

pout
►verb [pout, pouting, pouted]

• To push out one's lips to show displeasure, e.g. Do not pout;  
When I told her that we have to go to school in the holidays she  
started pouting and complaining. 



shout
►verb / noun

• A loud burst of voice, e.g. We 
heard a shout coming from this  
direction; Stop shouting, I am 
sitting right next to you; My dad 
starts to shout if we watch 
television for too long;  When 
our team won the match, we all  
shouted, “Hooray!”; His  
mother shouted at him for  
spilling the milk.

trout
►noun

• A type of fish that lives in freshwater rivers, e.g. We saw a 
trout in the river; If the river  
becomes polluted with soap, the  
trout will die. 

our
►pronoun  

• Belonging to us, e.g. This is our  
school; He is our teacher; English is our National language;  
Please care for our mother earth.

flour
►noun

• Powder from grinding wheat, rice (etc), e.g. Chapatis can be 
made with wheat flour or rice flour; Slowly add water to the flour; These biscuits are made  
with white wheat flour but rotis are made with whole wheat flour.  



sour
►adjective

1. Having an acidic, sharp or tangy 
taste, e.g. Lemons are sour; These 
mangoes are both sweet and sour.

2. Peevish or bad-tempered, e.g. She is  
pulling a sour face; He gave me a 
sour look; Don't be sour about  
loosing the match. 

scour
►verb

• To clean, polish, or wash something by 
scrubbing, e.g.
 He scoured the pan to remove the burnt  
milk.  

proud
►adjective

1. Having too high an opinion of oneself; arrogant. e.g. He is a proud 
man; Ravan was too proud to admit defeat, so Sri Ram had to kill him.  

2. Feeling satisfied or happy about something, e.g.  I am proud of my 
son's schoolwork; I am proud of you for winning the match; I am proud of being a student of  
Sandipani Muni School.

cloud
►noun

1. Where rain comes from, e.g. Did you see the rain clouds? There is not one cloud in the sky.

2. Any mass of dust, steam or smoke resembling a rain cloud, e.g. When the tractor passed us, we 
were covered in a cloud of dust; During the storm, the town was covered in a cloud of dust.



loud
►adjective

• Having a great noise, e.g. Turn that music down, it's too loud; The 
children were making a loud noise; Do not read silently, read it  
out-loud.

mouth
►noun

• The part of the face used for speaking 
and eating, e.g. "Open your mouth and 
say 'aah',"

south
►noun

• One of the four major compass points,  directed toward the South Pole; downwards on a map, 
e.g. The points of a compass are north, south, east and west.

►adjective
• In a southward place, e.g. We are going on a holiday to South India.

►adverb
• Southward direction e.g. Walk towards the 

south, Take ten steps in a south-easterly  
direction.

found
►verb [find, finding, found]

• Simple past tense and past participle of 'find', 
e.g. He found  a chest full of treasure. I found a  
one rupee coin on the ground; 



sound
►noun

• Noise, e.g. Keep quiet, do not make a sound! I  
heard a sound coming from the cupboard. 

ground
►noun

1. The surface of the earth,  e.g. The dead elephant  
was lying on the ground.

2. Field, e.g. Lets go to the sports ground to play  
cricket.

mountain
►noun

• A large mass of earth and rock, rising above the 
common level of the earth, e.g. Mount Everest is  
the highest mountain on earth; I want to visit  
the Himalayan mountains. 

fountain
►noun

• A man-made water spout, e.g. The 
children were playing in the fountain. 



sea
►noun

• A large body of salty water, a small ocean, 
e.g. We went for a swim in the sea. 

pea
►noun

• A vegetable that 
looks like small 
balls, e.g. I like  
potato and pea soup.  

tea
►noun

1.  The dried leaves or buds of the tea plant or 
another herb, e.g. Go to the supermarket and 
buy some tea leaves; Would you like a cup of  
tea?

2. Dinner, e.g. Would you like to have tea with 
us?

flea   
►noun

• A small, wingless insect found on dogs, 
cats, monkeys etc, e.g. Monkeys pick out 
flees from each others fur

eat
►verb [eat, eating, ate, eaten]

• Putting food into the mouth 
and swallowing it, e.g. He’s 
eating an apple. Don’t disturb 
me now, can't you see that  
I’m eating? What would you 
like to eat? Who ate all the 
cookies? Mice have eaten my 
shirt; What time do you want  
to eat this evening?



wheat
noun

• A cereal grain that can be made into flour, e.g.  
Biscuits and chapatis both contain wheat. 

treat
►verb [treat, treating, 
treated]

• To care for 
medicinally or 
surgically; to 
apply medical 
care to, e.g.  
They treated 
me for 

malaria; The nurse is busy treating the patients. 
• To pay for someone else's food, e.g. Come to  

Govinda's restaurant with me, it's my treat; My  
friend wants to treat me to go and see a movie. 

►noun
• Something special that is given, e.g. Mum said that we have been good so she will bring us a  

treat from the shops. 

beat
►noun

1. A pulsation or throb, e.g. The nurse put her hand on 
my wrist to check my heart beat. 

2. A rhythm, e.g. Clap your hands to the beat of the  
drums. 

►verb [beat, beating, beaten]
1. To hit; to bash, e.g. Those children are beating the 

dog, go and save him! He is beating the drums 
wildly. 

2. To lose (a race etc), e.g. I nearly won the race but  
at the last moment I got beaten; I can beat you in a 
running race.  

seat
►noun

1. A piece of furniture made for 
sitting, e.g. There are two hundred 
seats in this classroom; She pulled  
the seat from under the table to  
allow him to sit down; Please take a 
seat.  



heat
►noun

• To have quality of being hot, e.g. Stay out of the heat of the sun! 
Do not go outside in the heat of the day. 

►verb [heat, heating, heated]
• To make something become warm, e.g. Please heat up the dahl; This  

heater does not heat the room very well. 

meat
►noun

• Food made from the bodies of animals, e.g. We don't go to that  
restaurant because they serve meat there. 

neat
►adjective

• Clean, tidy; free from dirt or impurities, e.g.  
My room is neat because I cleaned it this  
morning; Her homework is always neat. 

repeat
►verb 

• To do or say something for the second time, e.g. Did you 
understand or would you like me to repeat the question? 
There is no need to repeat yourself, I understood the first  
time. 

speak
►verb [speak, speaking, spoke, spoken]

• To communicate with one's voice, to say words out loud, e.g.  
You're speaking too fast; Don't walk away while I am speaking  
to you; Have you spoken to him about not coming late? I spoke  
with him yesterday and he said that he would come. I have been  
asked to speak at the school assembly tomorrow morning; My  
mum is speaking to her friend. 

 



bead
►noun

1. A string of round balls used for prayer, e.g. Buddhists and Hindus chant on beads; Have you 
seen my chanting beads? 

2. A small round object, e.g. I want to make a necklace from these beads; One bead has come off  
my japa beads. 

lead
►noun

• An electric cord; a cable, e.g. Don't pull the microphone 
lead. 

►verb
1.  To be ahead of others, e.g. The black car is leading the  

others; Australia is leading the cricket cup. 

2. To show others the way, e.g. The guide dog is leading the  
blind man to the shops; I don't know the way to your  
house, you go first and lead the way. 

read
►verb [read, reading, read]

• To look at and understand the written word, e.g. He doesn’t like to  
read; He is reading the 
newspaper; Have you read this  
book? 

team
►noun / adjective

• A group of people who 
work together, e.g. This is  
the Indian cricket team; 
Meet our class hockey team; 
We are a team! I like to play  
team sports; Would you like  
to join our cleaning team? 



steam
►noun

• The vapor formed when water changes from liquid to gas, 
e.g. I knew that the rice was boiling because I could see the 
steam coming out of the pot; The whistle blew on the cooker  
and steam came out.  

►verb / adjective
• To cook with steam or be cooked with steam, e.g. Some 

people like to eat steamed vegetables; I am steaming the 
idli now, they will be ready soon. 

cream
►noun 

1. The top layer of milk, e.g. Boil the milk then remove the  
cream; I like to eat cream buns. 

2. A medicine applied to skin, e.g. Your skin is drying out,  
apply some moisturizing cream. 

dream
►noun / verb [dream, dreaming, 
dreamed]

1. Imaginary events seen in the 
mind while sleeping, e.g. I had 
a dream that I saw Krishna; He 
is talking in his sleep, I think he  
is dreaming. 

2. A hope or wish, e.g. My dream is to become an astronaut; Stop 
dreaming about becoming rich.

gleam
►noun / verb [gleam, 
gleaming, gleamed]

• a small stream of light, e.g. There was a ray of light  
gleaming through the trees; He had a gleam in his  
eye so I knew he was planning some mischief. 

scream
►verb [scream, screaming, screamed]

• A loud cry of horror, fear or excitement, e.g. When I  
saw the snake I screamed; Stop screaming, it is only a  
little spider. 



stream
►noun

• A small river, e.g. We can step 
on the rocks and walk accross  
the stream. 

each
►determiner

1. For one piece,  e.g. The apples  
cost 50 rupees each, or 100 
rupees per kilo. 

2. Everyone, e.g. I'm going to give  
each of you a chance to win;  
Take one each. 

beach
►noun

• The seashore; A place where people can walk on the sand to the ocean, e.g. We went for a swim 
at the beach; It was a hot day so we went  
to the beach. 

peach
►noun

• A soft juicy fruit with one seed in the middle, e.g. I like to each peaches and plums. 

reach
►verb [reach, reaching, reached]

1. To try to touch, e.g. He reached out and took 
my hand to help me walk accross the road; I  
need to stand on a chair, I cannot reach the  
top shelf; Reach for the stars!

2. To arrive at, e.g. What time will the train  
reach Agra? 



teach
►verb [teach, teaching, taught]

• To pass on knowledge; the work of a 
teacher,  e.g. Can you teach me to sew? 
Don't disturb her while she is teaching; Our  
teacher taught us how to count to ten. 

east
►noun / adjective

• One of the four compass points, directed to 
the right on maps, e.g. We are going on a tour  
of East India; Walk towards the east. 

beast
►noun

• A large animal or monster, e.g. Animals who 
carry heavy loads are called 'beasts of  
burden'.

feast
►noun

• A special meal to celebrate something, 
e.g. I am sponsoring a feast to  
celebrate my birthday. 

least
►determiner

• The smallest amount of, e.g. Try to finish it in the least amount of time possible; He earns the  
least money in his family; She has the least patience of anyone I have ever known; There is no  
need to thank me, it was the least I could do to help you. 



heap
►noun

• A great number of things  in a messy pile, e.g. All his  
clothes were in a heap on the bedroom floor; There is a  
bad smell coming from that garbage heap; I have a  
heap of work to do! Thanks heaps for your help!

usual
►adjective

• That which most commonly occurs; regular; normal, e.g. My 
usual practice is to eat breakfast before coming to school;  
This is not my usual habit.

visual
►adjective

• Related to or affecting the vision, e.g. This picture is a visual  
illusion because it appears to move when you look at it; I am 

a visual learner – I understand things better if I can see them;  
My sister has a visual impairment so she needs to wear  
glasses. 

casual
►adjective 

1. Not formal, 
clothes 
worn for 
playing or 
relaxing, 
e.g. Wear 
casual  

clothes because we are going to the beach;  
This t-shirt is too casual to wear to the  
office. 

2. Work that is not regular or full time, e.g. He 
is not a regular employee, he is only a  
casual worker; I got a casual job at the  
local pizza restaurant. 

vision
►noun

1. The 
sense or 
ability of sight, e.g. I have good vision; People who have 
poor vision need to wear glasses. 

2.  An ideal or a goal toward which one aspires, e.g. He worked 
tirelessly toward his vision of world peace; The vision of our  
school is to create good citizens; My vision is to help the  
poor; Srila Prabhupada's vision was to spread Krishna 
Consciousness around the entire world. 

3.  A religious or mystical experience of a supernatural 
appearance. e.g. Krishna allowed Arjuna to see a vision of  
His Universal Form; He had a vision where God spoke to  
him. 



television
►noun

• An electronic box that shows moving pictures, 
e.g. Some parents allow their children to  
watch television for hours every day.

version
►noun

• A specific type or variation of something, e.g. This  
is an old version of the same phone; The latest  
version is more expensive. 

immersion
►noun 

• The act of immersing or the condition of being 
immersed, e.g. This is an immersion rod for  
heating water. 

division
►noun 

• The act or process of dividing, e.g. Do you know how to do division? 

collision
►noun

• A crash; an accident, e.g. We had a 
collision with an oncoming truck. 

decision
►noun

A 
choice or judgment, e.g.  Make a decision about whether you 
want to come or not. It's a tough decision, but I'll take  
English and science next year; Don't take too much time in  
making the decision; I am not good at making decisions. 

fusion
►noun

• The mixing of two different things, e.g. The band plays a fusion of Indian and Western styles of  
music. 



garage
►noun

• A building for keeping 
cars or fixing them, e.g.  
We don't have a garage 
so we have to keep our  
car on the street; Our 
car broke down so we 
took it to the garage.

 

corsage
►noun 

• A small bouquet of flowers, e.g. The bride's  
mother was wearing a corsage on her hand. 

mirage
►noun

• A vision of water that does not really exist, e.g. The heat rising from the earth made it look  
as if there was water ahead, but it was only a mirage. 


